I. Program
Academic Support
1 Faculty Member for 1.3 Graduate Students
Time to completion of degree: 5.5 years

Financial Support
100% of students receive full financial support
100% of students receive health insurance benefits
68% of students serve as a teaching assistant one semester per year. No classes are taught exclusively by graduate students.

II. Students
Student Body
25 total graduate students
Median GRE Scores: 570 verbal*, 740 quantitative
7 men, 18 women
8 international students

Alumni
Our alumni have taken post-doctoral appointments at top-level research laboratories including the University of Wisconsin, Madison, and Columbia University.

Alumni also have taken employment at major private research enterprises as well as advisory roles in the public sector.

III. Faculty
Areas of Study
Metabolic Regulation
Nutritional Genetics/Genomics
Vitamins, Minerals, Hormones
Metabolism-Based Diseases
Phytochemicals/Carcinogenesis
Endocrinology/Neuroscience

Faculty Statistics
20 Graduate Program Faculty
10 Full Professors
2 Assistant Professors
2 Associate Professors
3 Adjunct Professors
4 Affiliated Professors
2 Active Emeriti
20% of faculty are women.
1 Hispanic faculty member
2 Asian-American faculty members

Federal Support
(information not yet available)
Selected Influential Faculty Members
Bruce Ames: 58,388 total citations to his work
John Casida: 13,058 total citations
Marc Hellerstein: 4,929 total citations
Joseph Napoli: 3,329 total citations
Barry Shane: 2,045 total citations
Hei-Sook Sul: 2,795 total citations

Selected Faculty Awards
2006 Osbourne and Mendal Award

Selected Faculty Associations
2 National Academy of Science Members